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Proposal  

This project proposed to develop a plan to significantly reduce the use of private vehicles for 

transportation by students at Chittenden Valley Union High School (CVU). The original concepts 

to be explored included: 

• Bicycling to a bus stop and leaving bike in a rack 

• Improving the connecting roads to CVU 

• Installing bike racks on buses 

 

In the course of working on the project, several additional concepts were developed: 

• Developing a carpooling network 

• Educating school community about alternative transportation 

• Researching alternative fuels for buses  

• Improving signage on area roads 

 

These concepts are detailed in the attached “Concepts for CVU Project)”. 

 

For an educational component, Rebecca Harcourt also planned to bring the Way to Go! 

Challenge to CVU during the week of May 4 – 8.  Way to Go! is an annual program in Vermont 

encouraging the use of cheaper, healthy and more earth-friendly transportation alternatives. 

 

Recommendations 

Based on findings from surveys of the student body, interviews of successful safe routes to 

school representatives, Chittenden County Transportation Authority (CCTA) staff, local 

municipal officials, CVU administration staff, and Director of Transportation for the Chittenden 

South Supervisory Union, we recommend the following: 

• Raise awareness and educate Hinesburg voters about the need for biker friendly roads, 

and draft a proposal for the budget to be voted on by the town in the next two years 

(while bike lanes have the most overall support, this would be a long term project).  

Meet with Recreation/Path Committees in Williston, Shelburne, Hinesburg, and 

Charlotte to learn what plans are being made to improve roads for bikers and walkers 

and advocate for the committees to prioritize projects will support students getting to 

school by bike and on foot. 

• Start an on-line student carpooling site to coordinate rides of students in similar 

locations (potentially eliminating the unsuccessful late bus program). 



• Install two test bike racks onto CVU busses; one to run on the express bus and late bus, 

and the other to cover normal door-to-door routes.  CCTA’s experience with the bike 

racks are becoming more popular every year,  and this experiment could potentially 

follow the same pattern and close up some loose ends at the centralized drop off points.   

• Install covered bike racks at the express bus pick up points. 

Research 

Two surveys were conducted of the CVU student body to determine the problems with the 

current transportation, and to get an idea of student support for the concepts explored in this 

project. Survey results and analysis are attached. 

 

Project Assistant Andy Follett researched the web for programs at schools around the country 

and read Transportation and Sustainable Campus Communities: Issues, Examples, Solutions 

by Will Toor and Spenser Havlick for more ideas. 

 

Interviews 

We interviewed the following for more information: 

• Ken Martin, Transportation Supervisor, Chittenden South Supervisory Union 

• Bob Mason, Chief Operations Officer, Chittenden South Supervisory Union 

• Pat Ward, Maintenance Supervisor at CVU 

• Kevin Reill, CVU Administration 

• Meredith Burkett, CCTA Planning Manager 

• Matt Bile, Information Technology, CVU 

• Sean McMann, Principal & Director of Technology, CVU 

• Lynn McDonald, Shelburne Community School Safe Routes to School Coordinator  

• Dean Pierce, Town Planner, Town of Shelburne 

• Jessica Andreoletti, Planning Office, Town of Williston 

• Dean Bloch, Town Planner, Town of Charlotte 

• Jeannie Wilson, Hinesburg Town Administrator 

 

Way to Go! Week at Champlain Valley Union High School 

This was the first time that CVU has participated in the challenge.  The school won third place in 

the K-12 challenge for the percentage of students to participate.  For CVU’s participants in the 

Way to Go! Challenge, we had a lottery with seventeen prizes, and offered the students who 

participated during all five days of the challenge a free tee shirt or ice cream to which the 

supply was abundant but limited, which were available on a first come/first serve policy.   

 

Raising Awareness   

Several emails were sent out (examples attached): 

• To  students with links to sign up and information about Way to Go! eligibility and the 

greatness that alternative transportation possesses 

• To  faculty with information about the challenge and requesting their support by 

offering extra credit and encouraging students to sign up  



• To  CVU administration asking for their support o the challenge 

 

CVU also had posters and announcements published in the daily announcements and spoken 

over the intercom.  

 

Gathering prizes and support  

First CVU got support of the challenge from Kevin Reill, who agreed to pay for some prizes and 

look into getting the faculty involved.  After this, Rebecca sent out emails to many local 

businesses requesting their support and a donation.  CVU had 17 prizes for its lottery, with 

contributions from Mad River Glen, Shelburne Supermarket, Koval’s Bakery, Paisley Hippo,  

Hilary Whitney’s graphic T-shirts, CVU Environmental Action club T-shirts,  and Lake Champlain 

Chocolates.   

 

Running the Challenge 

The Environmental Club (ENAct) and Rebecca Harcourt ran a table in between the two main 

entrances to CVU, where students who used alternative transportation came to sign up for the 

challenge, enter the lottery for prizes, collect a punch card that would grant them extra credit 

in some classes, and earn a tee shirt if they had five punches by the end of the week.  

 

One of the challenges we faced during the week was that we ran our table for a limited amount 

of time.  Many people arrived on the bus before the table was staffed, and other people who 

biked in arrived after we were gone. To address this problem, we ran a table on Friday in the 

cafeteria during lunch where we used the honor system and people were able to come up and 

report their use of alternative transportation and be rewarded accordingly.    

 

Results 

Participation and awareness definitely increased over the week.  More people entered the 

raffle and participated in the local challenge than the amount of CVU students that signed up 

for the state-wide challenge. We received approximately 60 people on the first day, and on the 

last day of the challenge well over one hundred stopped by to report their use of alternative 

transportation. 

 

Overall this challenge was a great success and the Environmental Club will run it every year at 

CVU.  
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See surveys and survey results in Addendum for more information (page 9) 

 

Concept Proposals:  

1.  Bicycling to a Bus Stop and Leaving Bike in a Rack 

2.  Improving the Connecting Roads to CVU 

3.  Installing Bike Racks on Buses 

4.  Carpooling Network 
5.  Alternative Transportation Education 
6.  Alternative Fuels for Buses  
7.  Improve Community Signage 
 

 

Concept Proposal #1:   

Bicycling to a Bus Stop and Leaving Bike in a Rack 
 

Concept:  Provide students whose schedule does not coincide with the early morning or the 
normal after school bus more flexibility and an opportunity to ride their bike to a centralized 
town bus stop and ride an alternative bus.   
 
Students will ride their bikes to a nearby area in their town where they can store their bikes in 
protected bike racks. Depending on the location and distance from CVU, the bus will pick up the 
students between 7:45 and 8:00. Each bus will stop at the town’s pick up point(s) then head to 
school so that the students arrive no later than 8:15.  
 
In the afternoon, students will be able to take the normal bus back to the central town drop off 
point to retrieve their bikes and ride home. Students involved in sports can take the 5:30 p.m. bus 
to central locations in towns, then ride their bikes home instead of waiting for a car ride.  
 

Target:  Students who do not have an early block class and students participating in after school 
sports. 
 

Benefits:  

• Students who do not need to catch the early bus will be more rested, plus use school 
transit. 

• Students will start and finish their school day with some exercise walking to or riding to 
and from the bus stop. 

• Reduced use of cars required to drop students off at bus stops.  
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Plan:  Identify one or two key locations in each town (Charlotte, Shelburne, and Williston) using 
data that identifies the maximum student density ranges.  Plot easy access bus stops in those 
places. Set up bus service for these locations, with pick up times ranging from 7:45 am to 8:00 
am.  Set up drop off times directly after school.  Raise money and donations to build sheltered 
bike racks. 
 

Questions: 

• Can we cut out any bus routes by doing this or have variable routes? 

• Is it possible to set up a later bus for people with free block?  

• Would this be best offered as a seasonal schedule – Fall and Spring?  

• What kind of shelters or town bike racks do we need? Who will build bike shelters or can 
existing buildings be used or donated? 

• From whom in the towns do we need to get permission to establish new bus stops, or can 
we use existing stops? 

 

 

Concept Proposal #2:  

Improving the connecting roads to CVU 
 

Concept: This project suggests improving shoulders of roads leading up to CVUHS from all 
towns, .ie.: Charlotte Road, Shelburne Falls Road, Pond Road, and Richmond Road for one to 
three miles on each road.  
 
There are several options: 

• Redraw the shoulder lines so that there is more room for bikers and walkers. One issue is that 
on some roads the quality of the shoulder is poor and dangerous for students on bike or foot.   

• Pave new shoulders, but no added width: This would avoid digging into the land and would 
still be able to increase bike and foot safety. 

• Add width and bike lane; in terms of safety this would be the best option and probably 
encourage more use. 

• Add a bike path using existing road right-of-ways; pave or dirt path so bikes and walkers are 
separated from cars. Off road paths encourage the highest use because of the highest safety. 

 
Targets: All student and townspeople benefit from wider and better roads. All recreational users 
would benefit from bike lanes and/or paths as a safe way to move around their communities. 
  
Benefits: This project will address the problem of the narrow, dangerous roads and will also 
benefit school sports teams training on nearby roads. Other commuters walking and biking to 
local points will benefit, too. Specifically, improving connecting roads will provide: 
 

• Safe and popular opportunities for all towns people – whether for recreational or work 
commuting purposes.  

• Greater options and mileage for CVU training - places to run means students will 
improve in their athletics. 
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• Encouragement to students and CVU staff to consider alternative means to travel to 
school – bike and walk. 

 
Background: Town planning offices report the following: 
 
Hinesburg: The Town of Hinesburg has worked on a plan to add bike lanes, sidewalks, and a 
recreational path for 10 years and now it looks close to reality, according to Jeannie Wilson, 
Hinesburg Town Administrator. The plan starts in the town center and follows Mechanicsville 
Road with bike lanes and a sidewalk to the point where it meets CVU Road. At this junction it 
turns left as a recreational path to CVU and beyond to Rt. 116. After crossing Rt. 116, either a 
path or bike lanes and a sidewalk will continue to Ballards Corner Rd., turn right and stop at the 
library. This is a 1.7 million project with VTrans. Construction could be as early as 2010. 
 
Charlotte: No recreational paths are currently planned. Some road striping is planned for Ferry 
Road and in the town center of East Charlotte. This is designed to protect bike travel and walkers 
in the town centers. (Dean Bloch, Town Planner). 
 
Williston: Extensive plans for paved and dirt recreational paths. Paths will also support central 
bus stops.  See 2006 map showing proposed plans- http://town.williston.vt.us/plan/plani.pdf  The 
town is planning an extensive network of on and off road paths connecting neighborhoods, the 
town center, and recreational areas. This network will support students riding to school and 
riding to a central town bus pick-up and drop-off center. The Conservation Commission is 
primary source of contact for future path plans.  (Jessica Andreoletti, Planning office.) 
 
Shelburne: The Town’s development plans incorporate building foot and bike paths allowing 
safe access to the town center, recreational areas, and natural areas. On-road bike lanes going 
both ways with wider shoulders are planned for the following town roads: Spear, Dorset, Irish 
Hill, Barstow, Webster, Bostwick, Harbor, and Bay Roads. The plan includes linking to other 
town recreational systems. Shelburne has a Bike and Pedestrian Paths Committee for future 
contact. (Dean Pierce, Town Planner)  
 

Plan:  

• Become familiar with the town plans that are available.   

• Meet with Recreation/Path Committees in each town.  Make plans with committees to 
support improvements to the roads.   

• Identify the main roads that are used and the number of bikers who use them. If it makes 
sense to do so, identify locations most dangerous for bikers and possible routes for bike 
path.   

• Through advocacy and by generating publicity, increase support for changes to the roads.   
Work with town officials and have a presence or make a presentation at Town Meeting. 
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Concept Proposal #3:  

Installing Bike Racks on Buses 
 
Concept:  Add bike racks to buses during Fall and Spring so that students have an optional way 
to get back to their town’s central bus stop.  
 
Target: Students who are taking the express and late buses so they can bring their bike on the 
bus to a central town location and bike home instead of having to wait for someone to pick them 
up. 
 

Benefits:  

• Local stores may see increased business from bikers. 

• Students involved with team sports can use biking  as a cross training opportunity. 

• Some bus routes could be shortened by asking students to bike or walk to a meeting 
point. 

• Reduce parent car drop offs and pick ups.  

• Promote healthier lifestyle. 
 
Background: Bob Mason, Director of Transportation for Chittenden South Supervisory Union, 
hopes to change all high school bus routes from a house-to-school system to central town pick-
up bus stops. Each town would have a central shelter and bike racks would fit with this model 
well. Students would get themselves to the shelter and buses would bring them directly to CVU.  
 
Benefits: Students would catch the bus much later than home pick-ups and fewer buses would be 
required to get all the students to school. This might encourage more students to ride the buses if 
the early morning start and long bus routes were a complaint before. This system is only being 
considered for high school, not K-8 schools. The downside is more students will probably get 
dropped off at the central shelter by parent’s cars, but it may be convenient for working parents 
to do it without going out of their way.   
      
Plan: Research which bus routes have the most biker friendly roads. Initially install two bike 
racks as a trial, and raise awareness so that people know they can take their bikes. Use for late 
bus and express bus systems.  
 
Evaluate student support of bike racks and the potential for increases in how many students use 
them.  Take steps to get students to use their bikes to eliminate long roads with only one student.  
 
Survey results in 2009 reveal that 17% of students would use bike racks during spring and fall.  
 
We have priced racks from Sportsworks (see enclosed brochure): a 2-bike rack is $625.00 and a 
3-bike rack is $950.00 (shipping is $75 - $125 additional). If taking a bike to school with the 
purpose of riding home is popular, it is likely one bike rack on a bus will be insufficient. This 
limitation will need to be solved. 
 
Question: How does a student at the morning bus stop deal with his or her bike if the bus rack is 
already full?    
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Concept Proposal #4:  

Carpooling Network 
 
Concept:  Use carpooling to reduce single occupant vehicle (SOV) use. At a Champlain Valley 
Union high school, because of the distance and travel logistics students and their parents cope 
with, car usage will always be a significant mode of transport for students. A way to reduce the 
number of SOV traffic, then, is to encourage carpooling, defined as two or more riders sharing a 
car.  A carpool is not a replacement for good bus service, but in unique cases like an unusual 
class schedule, after school sports, or living on roads not well served by bus, a carpool of 
neighbors can be a good solution.  
 
Target:  All students, faculty and administrative staff who drive to CVU. 
 
Benefits:  Reduce greenhouse gas emissions, use of gas, and traffic congestion. 
 

Example:  Gunn High School in Palo Alto, CA has a carpooling program called GOFAST. They 
put out a carpooling directory for students and parents to use to find neighbors interested in 
carpooling. They communicated with incoming 8th graders to promote the program and continue 
to promote carpooling with students and parents in all grades.  
 
Gunn High School: http://gunnenvironmentalclub.googlepages.com/alternativetransportation 
 
Paper:  School Based Neighborhood Carpool Directory 
www.sparetheair.org/community/CarpoolDirectoryFeb15.doc 
 
Benefits: Gunn High School’s plan lists the following as the benefits of a carpool:  
 

1. Reducing traffic congestion around the school, this in turn improves safety and reduces 
air pollution, a direct benefit for children with asthma. 

2. Carpools mean that parents and students spend less time stuck in traffic. For working 
parents, it provides the possibility to arrange a more flexible schedule to and from work. 

3. Carpools result in substantial savings on gasoline consumption. 
4. Carpools present the opportunity for parents to get to know their children’s friends and 

their neighbors. 
5. Carpooling facilitates first hand information on what is going on at school. Children seem 

to forget that there is an adult present and talk freely about school events. 
6. Participation in afternoon classes and activities could be easier on the parents and students if 

they were provided with a list of participating students sorted by neighborhood in order to form 
carpools.  
 

Plan: We suggest the school create a secure carpool schedule online that all students, parents, 
and staff can access, allowing individuals the ability to set up carpooling arrangements. 
Communication is paramount for this to get off on the right foot, and leadership from the 
Principal and school administration is key.  Posters around school, newsletters to parents during 
summer break, and support from the Environmental Club all can explain how it works and what 
the benefits are.  
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An alternative to building a carpooling website at CVU:  www.erideshare.com.  It is a 
ridesharing website that is set up to have separate ride listings for groups, with password 
protection. 
 
The school can encourage carpooling by providing guaranteed permits for all established 
carpools, and could possibly reduce parking permit fees for carpoolers.  
 
In addition, the school may want to limit carpooling permits and incentives to students that live a 
minimum distance from CVU to discourage students that live close by from driving to school.  
 

 
Concept Proposal #5:  

Alternative Transportation Education 
 
Concept:  Successfully having a community choose alternative transportation means making a 
change in the culture.  Way to Go!  At CVU was successful this year. The schools can promote 
Earth Day, Green Up Day, Way to Go Week, etc to further the message. Curriculum designed to 
promote alternative transportation can be introduced in some classes. 
 
Examples:   

• Vancouver, B.C. schools have a curriculum called “Off-Ramp” that trains student leaders 
in approaches to change perception of walking and riding to school. They use a variety of 
incentives and special events to promote alternative transit.  

• The 4-H organization has a program called “Going Places, Making Choices”-- hands-on 
lessons of the impact of transportation.  

• Intercity Transit in Washington state has a program called “Smart Moves”-- a K-12 
curriculum on climate solutions and reducing global warming. 

 
Vancouver, BC, “Off-Ramp” Program:  (information attached) 
http://www.tc.gc.ca/Programs/environment/utsp/offrampsecondaryschool.htm 
 
4-H: Going Places, Making Choices 

http://www.fourhcouncil.edu/enviro_gpmc.aspx 
 

Going Places, Making Choices: Transportation and the Environment Curriculum 

This innovative curriculum developed by National 4–H Council is experiential and focuses on raising 
the awareness of high school students about transportation and personal mobility choices now and in 
the future. 
 
The curriculum contains five units: 
• Cruise Through History, 
• Natural Resources and Energy Use, 
• Air Pollution and Climate Change, 
• Land Use, 
• A Matter of Choice: Taking Action. 
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Each unit has background subject information, activities, and handouts. The curriculum also includes 
an educator's guide and resource lists.  You can order a hard copy for $9.95 by fax at 301961-2937 
or call 301/961-2934. 

 
InterCity Transit in Olympia, Washington: Smart Moves 

http://www.intercitytransit.com/smartmoves/ 
 

At the Smart Moves Website, you’ll find cool tools and tons of great information about transit and 
community transportation. This website also connects youth, teachers and youth advocates with the 
resources they need to make wise transportation choices that benefit their community and 
environment.   
 
As a youth education program of Intercity Transit, Thurston County’s public transportation service, 
located in the capitol city of Olympia, Washington, Smart Moves engages area youth in activities and 
discussions about transportation options involving local schools, community and youth organizations.   

 
Safe Routes to School 

Local Motion has Safe Routes to School programs in 22 elementary and middle schools in 
Chittenden County in 2009/2010.  Building a culture in school in which alternative transportation 
is promoted and environmental education are discussed will help to mitigate some of the stigma 
of buses as being “uncool” as students approach driving age and older.   
 

 

Concept Proposal #6:  

Alternative Fuels for Buses  
 
Concept: Alternative fuels for school buses may mitigate the environmental impact of 
transporting students to school.   
 
Compressed natural gas (CNG):  Andy Follett discussed alternative fuels with Bob Mason, 
Director of Transportation, Chittenden South Supervisory Union, and Pat Ward, the Maintenance 
Supervisor at CVUHS. Pat had been at a meeting with CCTA where CNG was discussed.  CCTA 
is considering a CNG fueling station in Williston, which could possible be available to school 
busses as well.  Pat thought it might be 10 years before this is in place. The school district would 
have to budget for engine conversion, and Bob said the school district cannot get grants like 
CCTA can to build their own fueling station and do the bus conversions.  It is necessary to wait 
until another entity like CCTA does it first and then piggyback onto the project once it is going. 
Vermont Natural Gas is putting in pipes in Hinesburg now, so a future source may soon be 
available as well.   
 
Biodiesel: Use of biodiesel was explored at CVU two years ago with the bus fleet.  However, the 
test was abandoned when fuel was no longer available.  
 
Unfortunately, scientists are discovering that bio-diesel is not necessarily better for the 
environment.  The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) uses a test for fuels called “lifecycle 
greenhouse gas emissions”, which measures both what comes out of the tailpipe and what’s 
generated during the refining process. An EPA study showed “methanol and ethanol produce 
more greenhouse gases than regular gasoline vehicles”.   An article in The Economist (April 11, 
2009) covered the farming of plants to be used in bio-fuels. Researchers have established that 
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nitrous oxide is a bi-product of bio-fuel production and that it is a more harmful cause of global 
warming than carbon dioxide by a factor of 3 to 5 times. Bob Mason acknowledged that bio-
diesel is probably not environmentally a good choice, but has political appeal. 
 
A new test of the fuel cost, maintenance differences, and environmental impact between bio-fuel 
and diesel would be a good science project for a class before this is tried again. 
 
PuriNOx: Our research turned up a diesel alternative blended fuel as of 2002 called PuriNOx that 
apparently reduces Nitrous Oxide emissions by 19% and particulate emissions by 54%. It would 
be worth looking this further. 
 
Benefits:  Reduce impact on the environment of running school buses. 
 

Plan: Find a student to research the feasibility of alternative fuels. Make recommendations and 
begin conversations with the Director of Transportation, Maintenance Supervisor, and school 
administration to explore implementation. 

 

 

Concept Proposal #7:  

Improve Community Signage 
 

Concept:  Signage like “share the road” and “pedestrians”, along with roadways that have bike 
lanes and bike paths are perceived as safer.  Signs educate motorists, bicyclists and pedestrians, 
and encourage use of alternative transportation.   
 
Target:  Town planning and road departments 
 
Benefit: Providing clear signs on the roadways indicating multiple uses will improve safety for 
all.  
 
Plan: Search for examples of signage, nationally and locally, that would work on CVU 
connecting roads.  Meet with Planner at CCMPO to learn more as well.  
When meeting with Town Planners and Town Recreation/Path Committees advocate for better 
signs as well as new facilities.  
 

Notes 
Car permits at CVUHS cost $50 per year.  Juniors get 70 permits, Seniors get 288.  They are 
distributed on a lottery process.  In addition, 75 cars allowed at a local church parking lot. The 
church accepts a donation for the parking which is the same cost as school permit. 
 
CVUHS enrollment is projected to decrease over the next 7 years from roughly 1,400 today to 
1,100 by 2016. 
 
Many of the national school examples were extracted from the following book: Transportation 

and Sustainable Campus Communities, by Will Toor and Spenser Havlick, Island Press, 2004 
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Contact Information 
 

Sean McMannon Principal & Director of Technology, CVU 482-7111 
Sarah Sterck Environmental Club Advisor  CVU 482-7100 
Kevin Riell Student Activities & Facilities Director  CVU   482-7100 
Matt Bile Network Administrator   CVU 482-7100 
 
Bob Mason Head of Transportation, CSSU 383-1234 
Ken Martin Transportation Supervisor, CSSU 482-7120 
Pat Ward Maintenance Supervisor, CSSU 482-7122 
 
Peter Obay CCTA Operations Manager 864-0211 
Meredith Burkett CCTA Planning Manager 864-0211 
 
Rocky Martin Transportation Supervisor,Town of Hinesburg 482-3619 
Jeannie Wilson Town Administrator, Hinesburg 482-2096 
Dean Bloch Town Planner, Charlotte 425-3533 
Dean Pierce Town Planner, Shelburne 985-5118 
Jessica Andreoletti Planning office 878-6704 
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ADDENDUM 

 

Way to Go! Week Challenge Survey Summary  (Survey Answers Follow) 

CVU, March 2009 
 

347 students completed this survey which was sent out in mid March. This survey was 
conducted as a preliminary to the Way to Go! Challenge program, and to get overall 
figures and insight about CVU’s transportation system.  
 
This survey found that about 42.8% of the students at CVU use the bus system at least 
one time each week during the spring and fall. 3.8% of the students surveyed used bikes 
to get to school at least once a week, and about 4.4% of the students walk to school at 
least one day.   
 
297 out of the 338 (students that answered the question regarding typical use of 
transportation) used cars to get to school at some point in the week (123 drive their own 
car, 88 carpool, and 86 have parents drop them off at some point in the week).  This data 
is useful because it helps to identify the starting point for CVU’s transportation use.  This 
question should be sent out the CVU students once a year to see if the changes made to 
the system are truly working.   
 
This survey also got student input on the concepts explored in this alternative 
transportation grant.  Students were most supportive of adding bike lanes (45.4%) and 
creating an online carpooling network (42.9%).  Many students also supported the idea of 
adding bike racks at central locations and taking the express bus to school (32.8%) and 
17.2% of the students said that they would use bike racks on busses. This question 
confirms that students most widely support adding bike lanes and an online carpooling 
network.  
 
The support for bike racks at central locations and on the busses is also relatively high, as 
bike storage areas and bus bike racks do not have as large of a capacity but are 
convenient in making the switch to use alternative transportation.   
 
This survey also found that most people do not take the bus because it comes too early, 
cars are more convenient, and they have activities that interfere with the bus schedule. 
This means that new transportation systems should be available later and at more varied 
times to make the schedule more convenient for students.  
 
We learned that students would be motivated to use alternative transportation to school 
during the Way to Go! Week Challenge by extra credit in class, scholarship money, and 
IPods.   Most students were interested in competing in the Way to Go! Challenge.  
Finally, the survey found that 90.1% of students own bikes, and 47.1% have their own 
car.   

 



 

Way To Go Challenge Survey! 

   

1.  Please select your gender:   

Answer 

Options 
Response Percent Response Count 

  

Male 43.0% 148   

Femaie 57.0% 196   

answered question 344   

skipped question 3   

      

2.  What grade are you in?   

Answer 
Options 

Response Percent Response Count 
  

9th 19.5% 67   

10th 27.4% 94   

11th 27.4% 94   

12th 25.7% 88   

answered question 343   

skipped question 4   

      

3.  During a typical week in spring or fall, what transportation method(s) do you use to get to CVU? 

Answer Options Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Response 

Count 

Drive my Own Car 110 98 107 105 108 123 

Carpool 65 67 65 59 59 88 

Parents drop me off 68 63 69 65 68 86 

Bus 116 125 113 119 115 145 

Bike 5 6 6 8 8 13 

Walk 9 10 10 12 12 15 

Other (please specify) 27 

answered question 338 

skipped question 9 

      

4.  Click on the options below that you would use to get to school  some days during the 

spring and fall:  

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
  

Bike around 2 miles or less to a central area in town and 
take a bus from there to get to school at 8:10 

32.8% 78 
  

Bike racks on buses 17.2% 41   

Adding bike lanes to the main roads connecting to CVU 45.4% 108   

Online Carpooling network 42.9% 102   

Please add other ideas for alternative transportation: 31   

answered question 238  

skipped question 109  

      

Total Started Survey:  347 

Total Completed Survey:  347  (100%)  
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5.  If you do not take the bus, why do you use other methods of transportation to get to and from 

CVU?   

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
 

I take the bus 29.2% 98  

The bus comes too early 45.2% 152  

I have activities before school that interfere with the bus schedule 7.7% 26  

I have activities after school that interfere with the bus schedule 30.7% 103  

Cars are more convenient 46.7% 157  

Other (please specify) 14.3% 48  

answered question 336  

skipped question 11  

      

6.  Click on any of the incentives below that would encourage you to bike to school and 

participate in May's Way to Go Week Challenge Program:  

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
 

Extra credit in courses 64.4% 210  

Time off of first block on the      
final Friday of the challenge 

38.3% 125 
 

Free CVU Frozen Yogurt 26.4% 86  

Free Water bottle 31.3% 102  

Free Tee Shirts 41.4% 135  

Free Sugarbush Ski Pass 48.8% 159  

Free Ipod 73.0% 238  

Scholarship money 76.1% 248  

answered question 326  

skipped question 21  

      

7.  Are you interested in participating an the Way to Go week challenge 

program this spring, in which students will use alternative methods of 
transportation to commute to CVU?     

Answer 
Options 

Response Percent Response Count 
  

Yes 34.3% 118   

No 11.9% 41   

Maybe 53.8% 185   

answered question 344   

skipped question 3   

      

8.  Do you own a bike?   

Answer 

Options 
Response Percent Response Count 

  

Yes 90.1% 310   

No 9.9% 34   

answered question 344   

skipped question 3   
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9.  Do you own a car?   

Answer 

Options 
Response Percent Response Count 

  

Yes 47.1% 163   

No 52.9% 183   

answered question 346   

skipped question 1   

 
Alternative Ways to School Survey Summary (Survey Answers Follow) 
CVU, May 2009 
 

348 students completed the second survey administered in mid May.   There was fairly 
even representation of respondents from the four towns, with the most from Williston/St. 
George (36%), Shelburne (27%).  
 
Survey results made it clear that most students would use an online carpooling network, 
as 15.4% of students said that they would use the network often and 48.7% said they 
would use it sometimes.  According to the survey 74.1% of students would use an online 
carpooling network, which would drastically reduce the number of single occupant 
vehicles commuting everyday to CVU.   
 
This survey also found that 31.7% of students would use an after school express bus that 
leaves CVU at around 3:10. The reason why we explored this option is because the CVU 
busses usually leave around 3:30, and for many students with jobs, sports, and lots of 
other activities to juggle in their schedule the wait can be too long. While the support for 
an afternoon express bus is not as overwhelming as for the online carpooling network, it 
may have benefit and reduce the number of kids who get picked up afterschool. A step 
that CVU can take to improve the successful express bus system (a program offered in 
the morning that takes kids to school at 8:10 instead of 7:30) is to raise awareness at 
CVU. In the survey, only 16.5% of students use the express bus system (not including the 
4.5% that said they would use the express bus if it was in Charlotte), and about 10% of 
the students said that they have never heard of the express bus. This shows that CVU 
could potentially increase their ridership substantially if they worked to raise more 
awareness.     
 
From the results in this survey, Rebecca recommends that CVU add an afterschool 
express bus system starting with two busses leaving to Shelburne and Williston at 3:10. 
CVU should also have a trail run of an express bus in Charlotte, and if it is successful 
continue throughout the year. An online carpooling network through Moodle (online 
learning classrooms already installed at CVU) should definitely be added to the system. 
The promotion of alternative transportation activities (using videos to air on the school’s 
many televisions, announcements over the loud speaker, emails, etc), with information on 
departure times and locations of the express busses, use tips for the Moodle classrooms, 
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and safety tips for bikers should be spread though the CVU community to increase 
awareness and use of these energy saving systems.       
            
 

Alternative Ways to School 
 

        

1.  What grade are you in? 

  Response Percent Response Count 

9th 27.3% 97 

10th 21.7% 77 

11th 27.3% 97 

12th 23.7% 84 

answered question 355 

skipped question 1 

    

2.  What town do you travel to CVU from? 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Hinesburg 16.9% 60 

Charlotte 18.4% 65 

Shelburne 27.4% 97 

Williston/St. George 35.6% 126 

Other 1.7% 6 

answered question 354 

skipped question 2 

    

3.  If you took the bus to CVU in the last few weeks, which bus schedule most closely described 

your travel to school? 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Arrive around 7:30 and depart on the 3:30 bus. 29.5% 104 

Arrive around 7:30 and depart on the 5:30 bus. 1.4% 5 

Arrive around 7:30 and depart by car 6.8% 24 

Arrive by car and depart on the 3:30 bus 7.6% 27 

Arrive on the Express bus after 8:00 and depart on the 3:30 bus. 4.5% 16 

Arrive on the Express bus after 8:00 and depart on the 5:30 bus. 0.0% 0 

Arrive on the Express bus after 8:00 and depart by car 2.8% 10 

I do not take the bus. 47.3% 167 

answered question 353 

skipped question 3 

Total Started Survey:  356 
Total Completed Survey:  348  (97.8%)  
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4.  The express bus is a new system added to CVU this year. It departs 

from central locations in Shelburne and Williston and arrives at CVU at 
around 8:00. Please choose an option that closely matches your use of this 

system. 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

I use the express bus from Shelburne 8.0% 28 

I use the express bus from Williston 8.5% 30 

I would use the express bus if they had one in Charlotte 4.5% 16 

I never heard of the express bus and do not use it 9.7% 34 

I do not use the express bus 69.3% 244 

answered question 352 

skipped question 4 

    
5.  If you rode the express bus coming to school in the last few weeks, 

what method of transportation did you use to get to the bus stop? 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Walk 4.4% 15 

Bike ride 0.9% 3 

Parent drop off 14.9% 51 

Public transportation 0.3% 1 

I did not ride the delayed bus 79.5% 272 

Other (please specify) 8 

answered question 342 

skipped question 14 

    

6.  Click on the location that is closest to your home:  

  Response Percent Response Count 

Allen Brook School 11.4% 18 

Taft Corners 12.0% 19 

Williston Town Hall 20.9% 33 

Charlotte Town Hall 10.1% 16 

Hinesburg Town Hall 20.3% 32 

Shelburne Town Center 25.9% 41 

Marbles Store in Charlotte 7.6% 12 

Other (please specify) 12 

answered question 158 

skipped question 198 
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7.  If an afternoon express bus was available to drop you off at a central 

point in your town, which departure time from CVU would be best for you? 

  Response Percent Response Count 

3:05 19.2% 65 

3:10 23.9% 81 

3:15 21.5% 73 

3:20 21.2% 72 

Other (please specify) 14.2% 48 

answered question 339 

skipped question 17 

    
8.  If you were to use an afternoon express bus to a central drop off point 

in your town, how do you think you would you get home from this 
location? 

  Response Percent Response Count 

Walk 34.7% 107 

Ride a bike 8.8% 27 

Parent pick up 26.3% 81 

Carpool with other students 19.8% 61 

Other 10.4% 32 

I wouldn't use this option because... 58 

answered question 308 

skipped question 48 

    
9.  Are you interested in using an after school express bus?  

  Response Percent Response Count 

Yes 31.7% 53 

No 68.3% 114 

answered question 167 

skipped question 189 

    

10.  If CVU had an on-line carpool network to help students connect with 

car drivers going to and from school, how would often you use it? 

  Response Percent Response Count 

Often 15.4% 54 

Sometimes 48.7% 171 

Never 35.9% 126 

answered question 351 

skipped question 5 
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Interview with Ken Martin  

Spring, 2009 

By Rebecca Harcourt 

 
Q: About how many kids take the bus? 

A: 500-600 kids (less than ½ of students at CVU) 

Q: Late busses, how successful has the late bus program been? 

A: Usually 5-6 kids per bus. More kids staying after school are the ones who carpool and bring 
their own cars. (Late bus leaves at 5:45, which is 15 minutes after the last school sort ends in 
both spring and fall) 

Q: I heard from Mary Anne Gatos that there is a yearly or semiannual opportunity for the CVU 
transportation board to ask for funding for new materials such as busses. Could you tell me what 
you know about this program?  Grant funded, eligibility, how much money, how likely are the 
applicants to get the funds?  Would bike racks on busses and storage areas for bikes be eligible? 

Funded by town budget- we can propose new funding- usually get one or two new busses a year, 
but this is our source for funding, voted on by the town. 

Ken doesn’t like the idea of having bike rack on the door to door buses because would infringe 
on time to get to school, more open for express bus if they arrive early on. 

Q: Add to the CVU express system (Ken and Bob Mason), covered bike racks and put bike racks 
on the busses so that students can get to the bus by bike and keep it safely there? 

A: Supports this idea. Also found that about 40 kids on every bus each day at the express 
systems 

Q: How do you determine bus times for the morning? Have you considered switching the CVU 
express to get to school for early block and have regular busses arrive at 8:10? 

A: Pick up no earlier than quarter to 7:45 minute window to get kids to school. 

Yes considered changing times but that creates more stress on the parents and kids who have 
commitments before the bus service is available (morning clubs and early blocks) 

Q: How is the express bus system working out? Do you think the idea of centralized drop off 
points becoming bike friendly will be successful?  

A:  Working very well, thinks system could become bike friendly 

Q:  Could we add more bus pick up points and potentially eliminate roads on route and time? 

A: Busses try not to go on private roads and for the roads with only one kid at the end, they make 
sure that they will be on. The idea is good of getting kids to bike to end of roads, but takes too 
much coordination on both school and parents behalf. 
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Q: Planning grant interested in planning for central accommodation. What do you think of the 
possibility of buying smaller busses and matching the total number of students to the capacity of 
the bus? 

A: We buy larger busses to meet the max capacity, like sports teams that fill up whole bus. 38 
passenger bus cost less but not that much- it costs more per seat than bigger busses so mostly buy 
bigger size. 

Small busses get 8/9 mpg and big get 6. Every year the busses are more efficient 

Q: What problems or issues with transportation have been occurring recently?  

Not many 

Q: Road issue; narrow bumpy, windy and dangerous, is their any motion to get the roads fixed so 
they aren’t so dangerous? 

A: Up to the towns- power in numbers. The busses are good with bad roads 

Q: Do you have an interest/ support getting roads widened and fixed up?  

A: Absolutely 

Q: Do you know where I could get figures on accidents on the roads leading to CVU?  

A: Superintendent, DMV  

Q: Have you been doing anything to encourage bus ridership over driving cars? 

A: Express busses 

Q: How flexible are the bus routes?  Possibility of having a email every night or some online 
thing where people in rural areas send whether or not they will be taking the bus…possibly 
eliminate roads? 

A: For some roads we use phones, call parents, or parent call us to let know if child will take the 
bus or not. 

Q: Have you looked into making busses mandatory? Making them run to school to be at 8:15 
instead of early block, to maximize potential riders. Or minimum amount of days requirement or 
else put on obligations unless show extenuating circumstances?  

A: Definitely want to increase ridership, but run into administration issues and parent complaints 
if transportation is required to be a certain way 

Q: How do you think CVU can increase bus ridership?  

A: User friendly times 
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Bicycle Boardings - CCTA      

        

  FY03 FY04 FY05 FY06 FY07 FY08 FY09 

July 2,817 2,444 2,721 2,654 3,287 3,266 3,835 

August 2,628 2,705 2,705 3,128 3,632 3,737 3,970 

September 2,229 2,269 2,436 2,893 3,105 3,623 4,344 

October 1,661 1,738 2,002 2,303 2,614 3,747 3,434 

November 863 1,078 1,276 1,383 1,894 2,272 2,146 

December 626 612 617 623 1,185 693 1,199 

January 478 484 416 511 913 904 743 

February 384 514 387 727 549 661  

March 715 843 603 1,150 1,675 906  

April 1,312 1,358 1,494 1,730 1,691 2,197  

May 1,628 1,944 1,725 2,226 2,796 3,072  

June 1,648 2,273 2,465 2,628 3,294 3,721   

Total 16,989 18,262 18,847 21,956 26,635 28,799 19,671 

% Increase  7% 3% 16% 21% 8% 8% 

        YTD 

 
 
Subject:  Way to Go Transportation Survey + Free Candy 

From:  Rebecca Harcourt 

Date: 3/15/09 9:21 pm 
 

Hello CVU! 

 

This year, CVU will be participating in the Way to Go Week Challenge program, 

where students and teachers compete for prizes based on their use of 

alternative transportation (biking, walking, busing, carpooling, etc). To get 

started I am asking all CVUers to participate in this survey to get your 

ideas regarding transportation. Take this survey and find out where to get 

your free candy reward.  

Thank you!  

 

http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.aspx?sm=JdguBXAhBXOcBEFxG8uRlw_3d_3d 

 

Subject:  Quick Survey 

From:  Rebecca Harcourt 

Date: 5/27/09 9:39 pm 
 

CVU students!  

This survey is designed to get your insight on CVU transportation and to 

improve our system.  Your participation will help identify a system that will 

be more convenient for students and better for the environment.  

 

Click the link now to take the survey: 

http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.aspx?sm=0U6yfyaBL5zwMm6IKjK5Vw_3d_3d  

 

Thank you! 

 



Funding Opportunities 
For CVU High School’s Green Transportation Initiatives  
Compiled by Local Motion, June 2009 
 
 
GENERAL 

 
Vermont Directory of Foundations 

This is a comprehensive database of private charitable foundations.  The resource is coordinated 
by the Vermont Community Foundation.  
http://fdovermont.foundationcenter.org/srch_prof.php  
 
 
 
EDUCATION AND PROMOTION 

 
Chittenden County Metropolitan Planning Organization – Transportation Action Grants  
Planning and education grants to improve our Chittenden County’s transportation system.  
www.ccmpo.org  
 
New England Grassroots Environmental Fund 

For mobilizing community members to respond to area environmental issues. 
www.grassrootsfund.org 
 
Vermont Community Climate Change Grants 

For helping Vermont communities to reduce their carbon footprint. 
http://www.anr.state.vt.us/air/Planning/htm/ClimateChangeApp.htm  
 
Ben & Jerry’s Foundation 

For grassroots efforts addressing social or environmental justice issues. 
http://www.benjerry.com/company/foundation/  
 
NRG Systems, Charitable Giving 

For environmental and community projects 
http://www.nrgsystems.com/AboutNRG/TheCompany/ValuesinAction/CorporateGiving.aspx  
Abby White, aw@nrgsystems.com 
 
Lintilhac Foundation 

For self-generated community initiatives that endeavor to address needs within the community 
http://www.lintilhacfoundation.org/  
 
Vermont Community Foundation, Sustainable Communities 

For communities working to strengthen their approach to environmental, economic, cultural 
heritage or arts/humanities issues 
http://www.vermontcf.org/2009-fall  
 
 
 
 



INFRASTRUCTURE 

 
Vermont Enhancements Grant Program 

For sidewalk, bikepath and town center transportation-oriented improvements. 
http://www.aot.state.vt.us/progdev/Sections/LTF/Enhancements%20Program/EnhancementsHo
mePage.htm  
 
Vermont Recreation Trails Program 

For the construction of unpaved trails in Vermont communities. 
http://www.vtfpr.org/recgrant/trgrant.cfm  
 
Safe Routes To School Infrastructure Grants 

For sidewalk, traffic calming projects around schools.  CVU is not currently eligible, however, 
the next federal transportation bill, scheduled to be authorized in the Fall of 2009, may expand 
eligibility to high schools.   
http://www.aot.state.vt.us/ProgDev/Sections/LTF/SRTS/VTSRTS.htm  
 
 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 

 
For more ideas or suggestions, you may contact: 

• Chapin Spencer, Local Motion Executive Director, chapin@localmotion.org  

• Peter Keating, CCMPO Senior Transportation Planner, pkeating@ccmpo.org  

• Peter Espenshade, Vermont Community Foundation, pespenshade@vermontcf.org  
 



School-Based Neighborhood Carpool Directory 
 
 

Michelle Frumkin-Rosengaus, Ph.D. 
February 15, 2006. 

 
 
 

Intellectual property:  The concept of a Neighborhood Carpool Directory was 
developed by Michelle Frumkin-Rosengaus in 2002 for the GOFAST organization 
at Gunn High School in Palo Alto, CA.  The ideas presented here are available 

for public use with proper acknowledgement to the author and GOFAST. 

 

 
 The GOFAST organization was formed in the year 2001 as part of an effort to reduce 
traffic around the Gunn High School campus, increase student safety and promote alternative 
means of transportation to and from school. GOFAST stands for Gunn Organization For 
Alternative Safe Transportation. The organization consisted of Gunn administration personnel, 
Gunn parent volunteers, members of the PTSA (Gunn Parent, Teacher and Student Association), 
City of Palo Alto staff, Palo Alto City Council members, Palo Alto School Board members and 
Palo Alto School District staff. 
 
 Carpooling is an effective way of reducing vehicular traffic and therefore is one of the 
traffic reduction programs endorsed by GOFAST.  The author developed the idea of producing a 
carpool directory for the school using the information from the student directory. In essence, in 
addition to the alphabetical listing of students in the school directory, the students were sorted 
geographically by neighborhood. The basic idea is that Gunn families and students wishing to 
carpool can look in the Gunn Neighborhood Directory, locate their neighborhood and find other 
Gunn families in their immediate area. Families or students can then make personal contact with 
their neighbors and see if they might be interested in ridesharing.  

 

 The first step necessary in developing a Neighborhood Directory is to define the 
neighborhoods served by the school. This is not always a simple process, because for the most 
part, neighborhoods have no formal designation or exact geographic boundaries. It also becomes 
very political, as homeowners consider themselves part of a certain area when actually they are 
not, this happens with coveted addresses. In some cases, neighborhoods have been defined by the 
local realtors. In other cases the City determines neighborhoods depending on city service areas. 
There are also many organized neighborhood associations that have defined their own street 
boundaries.  
 

In the case of Gunn HS, the author worked in collaboration with the City’s GIS 
(Geographic Information System) department to define the City’s neighborhoods. As a result of 
this project, the City has since adopted the idea of using the neighborhood concept for Public 
Works projects. The Palo Alto GIS department produced a color map of neighborhoods for 
Gunn’s directory to be used by families to identify their neighborhood. The student directory was 
sorted by neighborhood according to this map. Once the system was set up, it was offered to 
other schools in Palo Alto to encourage carpooling. JLS Middle School, Hoover Elementary and 
Ohlone Elementary also produced Neighborhood Carpool Directories for their schools. 
 



 
 
Establish a School-based Carpool Program 

 
Ideally, every school in the City should produce a carpool directory. If families form the 

habit of using the Neighborhood Carpool Directory in elementary school, as the children grow 
and move to middle school and then high school, they would continue to use the directories as a 
resource.  

A neighborhood based strategy is ideal to target families for different trip reduction 
programs depending on their geographic location. For example, target the families in the furthest 
neighborhoods from the schools for carpooling and transit incentives. This makes sense since the 
farther the area is from the school, the more time parents save if they carpool, making them more 
amenable to the idea of ridesharing. The neighborhoods closer to the schools are better suited for 
biking and walking to school programs.  
 
 Following are some incentives that can be used to promote carpooling to school: 

1. Reducing traffic congestion around the school, this in turn improves safety and reduces 
air pollution, a direct benefit for children with asthma. 

2. Carpools mean that parents and students spend less time stuck in traffic. For working 
parents, it provides the possibility to arrange a more flexible schedule to and from work. 

3. Carpools result in substantial savings on gasoline consumption. 
4. Carpools present the opportunity for parents to get to know their children’s friends and 

their neighbors. 
5. Carpooling facilitates first hand information on what is going on at school. Children seem 

to forget that there is an adult present and talk freely about school events. 
6. Participation in afternoon classes and activities could be easier on the parents and students if 

they were provided with a list of participating students sorted by neighborhood in order to form 
carpools.  

 
 

The Neighborhood Carpool Directory has practical uses beyond ridesharing: 

 

• In elementary and middle schools the Directory can be used to form bikepools and 
walkpools. 

•  It can also be used to group students and drivers for field trips. 

• In emergencies, the neighborhood sort is useful for emergency information 
dissemination. For example to contact an affected neighborhood that has been flooded, 
has a fire or even a lion sighting as was the case in Palo Alto. 

• To provide neighborhood representation for school issues. 

• To help families in crisis with emergency food and support by their neighbors. 

• As a planning tool. For example, to determine future transit service areas based on the 
number of students coming from certain neighborhoods. 

• It can be a source of information to determine school service areas. 
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off ramp: A Secondary School 
Vehicle Trip Reduction Program  

 
Organization 
BEST (Better Environmentally Sound Transportation) 

 www.tc.gc.ca/utsp  

Status 
Started 1999, ongoing 

Overview 
off ramp is a unique program that works with high school 
students to select and adapt program strategies to 
encourage their peers to walk, cycle, skateboard, in-line 
skate, take transit and carpool to school more often.  

The program is managed by BEST, a Vancouver-based 
sustainable transportation NGO. Currently there are off 
ramp groups across Greater Vancouver and in Victoria, 
Kelowna and Whistler, BC, Swift Current, Alberta, 
Whitehorse, Yukon and Winnipeg, Manitoba.  

The off ramp program trains and supports secondary 
school student leaders in developing strategies and 
activities to encourage their peers to travel to school by 
walking, cycling, skateboarding, in-line skating, transit or 
carpooling. The program is one of the few in Canada 
aimed at driving-age high school students.  

In 2000, off ramp was selected as a “Best Practice” under 
the category of Education & Youth by the international 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD).  

Budget: $96,000 annually 

Contact 
Arthur Orsini, Program Coordinator 
BEST (Better Environmentally Sound Transportation) 
Telephone (604) 669-2860 
Email: arthur@best.bc.ca  

Resources 
 off ramp (www.offramp.ca) 

  

Community context 
As with high schools in jurisdictions across Canada, more 
and more students are driving to school themselves or get 
driven by their parents or guardians. In the Greater 
Vancouver Regional District alone, the percentage of 
students driven to schools has increased by 53% in 
10 years. Today, almost half of the region's children now 
get to school by car.  

Nationally, it was reported in 1998 that 47% of Canadian 
children never walked to and from school and that 64% of 
children never cycled to and from school, even though 
91% of school-aged children had a bicycle. 

The decrease in high school students choosing more 
sustainable transportation options has also coincided with 
a lack of education campaigns targeting youth to 
counteract popular media messages around car use.  

Policy context 
Currently, none of the school boards where off ramp clubs 
operate maintain any specific cycling promotion or 
sustainable transportation policies.  

Municipal transportation policies and strategies are rarely 
linked with elementary or high school transportation 
concerns. 

Rationale and objectives 
The off ramp program was designed in response to the 
changing transportation choices of high school aged youth 
and the environmental problems these choices posed. 
“Short trips like going back and forth to school in a car are 
the most polluting and generate significant greenhouse 
gases,” says program coordinator Arthur Orsini.  

To more effectively reach teenagers, the program trains 
student leaders to create off ramp clubs in their schools to 
deliver and coordinate a mix of special projects, events and 
social marketing programs. 

More recently, a growing body of medical research has 
highlighted the health risks associated with increasing 
levels of inactivity amongst high school aged youth. The 
off ramp program promotes and encourages more active 
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transportation choices which have been demonstrated to 
reduce the risk of developing such health concerns as 
adolescent diabetes, coronary heart disease, hypertension 
and obesity.  

The objectives of the off ramp program are: 

 To increase the number of youth walking, cycling, taking 
transit, carpooling to school 

 To help youth rethink and debunk popular car culture  

 To promote sustainable transportation through effective 
youth-driven communications and social marketing  

 To work with youth to develop quick and easy strategies 
to encourage more sustainable transportation practices at 
school 

 To identify barriers to the promotion and 
implementation of strategies designed to make 
transportation more sustainable at high schools 

 
off ramp’s end goal 

Actions 
The off ramp program trains and supports secondary 
school student leaders in developing strategies and 
activities to encourage their peers to travel to school by 
walking, cycling, skateboarding, in-line skating, transit or 
carpooling. 

As a student-led program, off ramp seeks to change 
perceptions and attitudes about car use and more 
sustainable transportation options, such as walking and 
cycling.  

Given the low cost, transportation efficiency and 
independence associated with bicycle use, off ramp places 
a special emphasis on getting more students on their 
bicycles. “We want to teach students that riding your bike 
is fun and environmentally friendly,” says Orsini. “If only a 
few students are riding their bikes, other kids won’t 
bother.” 

 

 

Better Environmentally Sound Transportation, or BEST, is 
British Columbia’s leading sustainable transportation 
organization. BEST seeks to make communities healthier 
places to live by promoting sustainable transportation and 
land-use planning, and pedestrian, cycling and transit-
oriented neighbourhoods.  

In 1999 BEST hired a staff person to work directly with 
student leaders and teachers to develop solutions to 
counter the trend towards an increasing number of car-
trips to school. Called off ramp, the program was the 
region’s first intensive effort to involve high school 
students in sustainable transportation solutions.  

The off ramp program works with interested schools to 
establish an off ramp club or group. An off ramp group 
consists of five to seven student leaders and one lead 
teacher.  

The goal of each off ramp club is to change attitudes and 
circumstances so that secondary school students 
increasingly use sustainable forms of transportation. Each 
club hosts activities to:  

 Raise awareness of the health and environmental 
consequences of individual travel choices  

 Raise the social stature of sustainable transportation 
choices, such as walking, cycling, skateboarding, in-line 
skating, transit and carpooling 

 Reward “good” behaviour of those already traveling to 
school sustainably  

 Dismantle barriers that prevent or limit the use of 
sustainable transportation in and around the school 
community  

 
An off ramp bicycle repair clinic at Johnston Heights Secondary (Surrey) 

BEST provides support through training workshops, 
resources, site visits, presentations and encouragement at 
special events at the schools. 

Events are planned to focus the group’s efforts into 
activities to get the rest of the students walking, cycling, 
taking transit, or carpooling to school. Each student leader 
is asked to lead an extended project to eliminate one of the 
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barriers to sustainable transportation at their school. Some 
of the common events and promotions include: 

 Surveys. off ramp provides three surveys for use in 
school-based transportation demand management 
programs. These include: an annual tally sheet to chart 
travel habits throughout the year; a student survey to 
find out why people choose to travel the way that they 
do, and what might encourage them to change; and a 
survey called parentguard, which is designed to involve 
parents and guardians in forming carpools for students. 

 Bicycle maintenance and building workshops. 
Program organizers bring in bicycle mechanics from 
local bike stores for general question and sessions and 
in-depth lunch hour seminars. In addition, special 
“chopper” bicycle construction courses are sometimes 
offered where students learn to build specialized 
chopper bicycles, a popular and super cool type of 
bicycle.  

 

 
Student-built “Chopper” bicycles at the 

Purple Thistle Youth Centre in Vancouver 

 Promotional events and contests. Program leaders 
organize bicycle gear fashion shows in partnership with 
local bike stores where the latest in bicycle fashions and 
accessories are modeled by high school students. These 
events often include other events and performances, 
including bike trick demonstrations where bicycle stunts 
and tricks are performed in different locations 
throughout the school and a “how slow can you go” 
bike race, where racers must ride their bicycles as slowly 
as possible without falling off. The events are well 
attended and build excitement and support for bicycling 
to school.  

 
A bicycle gear fashion show at Terry Fox Secondary 

(Port Coquitlam, BC) 

 Postering. Organizers arrange workshops where 
students paint and collage posters to promote off ramp 
activities and produce collages that help raise questions 
concerning car culture and sustainable transportation.  

 
Student poster-making at Mt. Doug Senior Secondary 

(Saanich, BC) 

Results 
Since its inception in 1999, off ramp has reached over 
12,000 secondary students and teachers in Vancouver’s 
Lower Mainland and beyond. Other program successes 
include: 

 Reduction in the number of SSVs (single student 
vehicles) by up to 46% on off ramp event days 

 The installation of new or additional bike racks at 
participating schools  

 The launch of an annual cycling event day in the Lower 
Mainland called Cycle in the Rain Day on the last 
Thursday in February  

 The launching of off ramp clubs in Whistler, Kelowna, 
Swift Current, Whitehorse and Winnipeg 
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Given the success of the program, BEST has also received 
many requests for off ramp resources from environmental 
and bicycling organizations from across Europe, Australia, 
New Zealand and North America. 

In 2000 off ramp was awarded a Best Practices Award: 
Education & Youth from the OECD (Organisation for 
Economic Cooperation and Development). 

Participants 
School-based off ramp clubs partner with local bike shops 
and businesses for prizes, bike tune-ups and giveaways at 
school events. The Vancouver-based AdBusters magazine 
has provided artwork and materials relating to countering 
the car culture and World Car-Free Day.  

Resources 
Program events and activities are designed to be low cost 
and easy to organize. Program coordination funding has 
been provided by various partners, including BC Transit in 
Victoria, VanCity Savings Credit Union, Environment 
Canada’s Climate Change Action Fund, Transport 
Canada’s MOST program, TD Canada Trust’s Friends of 
the Environment Foundation and individual donors. 

Lessons learned 
Focus on enjoyable and engaging events and 
activities. It is important to put the focus on having fun 
with off ramp activities and programs. Although other 
project activities such as surveys are useful program tools, 
they are often more difficult to carry out and do not 
engage youth in a dynamic manner. 

Develop stand alone resource materials and program 
supports. BEST’s limited resources made it difficult to 
respond to the number of requests for help that the off 
ramp program has received. With the development of 
more complete resource materials and a program web site, 
they are hoping to make off ramp clubs easier to launch 
and support without BEST’s intensive involvement.  

Provide youth leaders with direct support and 
mentorship. Despite the availability of electronic 
resources, sometimes student leaders need to be able to 
contact a real, live person in order to get support and 
backing to take action. As one student leader from West 
Vancouver wrote in an e-mail: “I feel kind of bad, because 
most of the things to get the project started don’t actually 
require any outside help, just someone motivated enough 
to do it. … Hope to hear from you soon!” 

Seek program sponsorship and support. Maintaining 
off ramp activities and events can be difficult without 
funding for prizes and giveaways which can help keep 
students more involved. Local bike stores, banks, healthy 
food suppliers and skate shops can all help support local 
off ramp activities and events.  

Next steps 
Currently, BEST is cataloguing its most successful off 
ramp strategies for schools and youth leaders. The finished 
document will be called 101 Ways for Youth to Take 
Action and will offer youth groups anywhere a mix of 
“quick & easy” ideas (aimed at early successes) and 
“in-depth” strategies (leading to ongoing progress).  

Along with the development of the catalogue, BEST will 
also be developing a web-site for youth to upload their 
innovations. The Web site will permit the creation and 
start-up of a new off ramp clubs without the intensive 
support of a local program coordinator.  

Other future steps include:  

 Expanding and supporting new off ramp schools 
throughout the Vancouver and Victoria areas  

 Moving outreach to youth audiences outside of 
secondary school, such as youth groups and post-
secondary institutions  

 Training and supporting environmental organizations in 
other parts of Canada to launch off ramp programs 
locally  

 

Images are courtesy BEST 
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Lower Rack
Approaching from the curbside, the rider lowers the rack with one hand while 
supporting the bike with the other hand. This durable rack is as easy to raise as 
it is to lower. 

Load Bike 
After lowering the rack, the rider places the bike into one of the rack’s open 
wheel trays. All bike positions are completely independent of each other, 
making it easy to load or unload bikes with others already loaded in the rack.

Secure Wheel
To secure the bike, simply pull the unique self-storing support arm out and over 
the front tire. The rack secures all bicycles in the same easy-to-use manner.

 Quick, Easy, Intuitive!

Sportworks Northwest, Inc.,  15540 Wood-Red Rd NE, A-200, Woodinville, WA 98072

Toll Free: 888-661-0555,  Tel: 425-483-7000   Fax: 425-488-9001   www.sportworks.com

© 2007 SPORTWORKS NORTHWEST INC.    PATENT 5,692,659  AND  6,053,336  OTHER PATENTS PENDING • MADE IN USA

Our Design Philosophy
Our design process is a team effort involving the 
collaboration of engineers, product managers, 
toolmakers, machinists, transit professionals and of 
course bicyclists! Because the road from original 
idea to finished product can be a challenging one, 
we work closely with our customers to ensure the 
effective communication of ideas in order to help 
us create a successful and positive end result.

The Bike-Rack-for-Buses product line was born out 
of a passionate interest in making cycling more 
accessible to more people. Our engineers, who like 
most of our employees are cycling enthusiasts, took 
this great idea and shaped it into a viable and 
effective product by utilizing our tube bending and 
world-class manufacturing expertise. Today, we serve 
countless customers – some with as few as one bus 
and some with fleets of over 2,000 buses. The positive 
response is unanimous, regardless of the size of the 
metro system; all of our customers are thrilled with the 
success of their bike on bus programs.

Important Features:

	 •  Folds up when not in use

	 •  Lower or raise rack with one hand

	 •  Loads from front or curb-side of bus 

	 •  Racks load and unload independently 

	 •  Contacts only the bicycle’s tires

	 •  No contact between bicycles

	 •  Minimal number of moving parts

One Stop Shopping
We are able to cater to a broad range of customer 
needs, because our entire operation is unified into 
one central facility. By housing our designers, 
engineers, sales team and production team under 
one roof, we are able to see product solutions 
through from concept to completion with a much 
shorter lead time. This innovative and agile manu-
facturing environment gives our customer service 
team hands-on experience with products, enabling 
a high-level of product knowledge. By offering our 
customers direct access to the Sportworks 
engineering and production team, we are able to 
deliver custom products quickly and easily. 

  Custom Solutions
At Sportworks, we understand the challenges of 
integrating bikes with transit vehicles. Many of our 
customers come to us with a desire to carry more 
than two or three bikes on their buses. Others face a 
variety of unique challenges in their efforts to deal 
with bicycles and mass transit. Sportworks is 
uniquely positioned to provide custom solutions to 
multi-modal transit challenges. 

Sportworks, a full-service manufacturer, has 
exceptional skill in custom product design including; 
engineering, process development, prototyping, 
testing and product qualification. With vast 
experience in all stages of custom product design, 
our diverse areas of expertise include robotics, tube 
bending, welding, fabrication, thermoforming, and 
die cutting. Our finished products are a testament to 
our unparalleled capability in design and 
production.
 
Sportworks delivers the most proven and widely 
used bicycle rack in the transit industry. Whether 
providing a single bike rack or a multi bike trailer, our 
designers are focused on creating solutions that 
celebrate and support the transit community and 
the cycling community equally. 

The Industry Original

Each month over one million intermodal 
trips occur throughout North America on 
tens of thousands of Sportworks bike racks.
Our patented bike rack is the most proven and widely used bicycle 
rack in the transit industry. Each month, hundreds of thousands of 
intermodal trips occur throughout North America on tens of 
thousands of Sportworks Bike-Rack-for-Buses. Transit properties in 
all environments, ranging from large metropolitan areas like 
Houston Texas to the Yukon Territory, successfully use the 
Sportworks bike rack. Designed by cyclists, the Sportworks bike 
rack accommodates both the needs of the transit property and 
the cyclist. It has become a near perfect solution to the marriage of 
bicycles and public transit. All in all, enhancing bicycle access to transit is 
a prime ingredient for achieving goals for improved mobility and transit 
service.

1) Outside Left Panel – 2nd paragraph, 2nd 
sentence under Our Design Philosophy – 
change so it reads “…shaped it into a (not an) 
viable and effective…”
 
2) Outside Center Panel – 3rd sentence in 
paragraph at bottom – remove “ New York City 
” and replace with “large metropolitan areas 
like Houston Texas to the Yukon …”



VeloPorterTM 2 and VeloPorterTM 3
•  NEW Modular Design – Reduce maintenance costs and lower the total cost of 

ownership with easily replaceable parts.

•  NEW Energy Absorbing Wheel Trays – Provides a much safer product in the 
public arena. Bus washer friendly. 

•  NEW Wider Wheel Trays – Accommodates bicycle tire widths up to three (3) 
inches.

•  NEW Support Arm Design – Accepts wider variety of bicycle wheel sizes ranging 
from 16" to 29" in diameter.

•  Stainless Steel & Composite Materials – Highly corrosion resistant.

•  Backwards Compatible – Upgrade to the VeloPorter using existing Sportworks 
hardware. Maximize your existing investment in Sportworks mounting brackets and 
DL2, DL2 S/S and Trilogy pivot plates.

Ten Second BracketTM

•  Fast and easy removal of complete bike rack assembly for bus 

towing and maintenance

•  No tools required for bracket installation or removal

•  Quick and easy initial installation and serviceability

•  With bracket removed, bumper is flat and functional

•  Compatible with Sportworks standard width bike racks

Interlock Interior Bike RackTM

•  Quick loading interior rack solution

•  Convertible or dedicated space bike storage

•  Holds bicycles safely and securely

•  Ideal for BRT or light rail applications

•  Expand bicycle capacity

Luggage Bay Bike RackTM

•  Carries two bicycles in the luggage bay of MCI and other over-the-
road coaches

•  No contact between bikes during storage

•  Bicycle “Silhouette” communicates proper loading position for each 
bike

•  Bikes can be independently removed from the carrier regardless of 
their position in the rack (top or bottom)

Trailer
•  Available in 12 or 16 bike trailers

•  No contact between bikes during transport

•  Durable, high quality trailer and running gear

•  Quick and secure loading system holds both the front and rear 

tires for additional safety

•  Bikes can be independently loaded/unloaded regardless of their 

location on the trailer

Why do transit agencies add 
the original transit-tough Multi-Modal 

bike racks to their vehicles?

To Encourage Multimodal Trips:

The federal government, originally through ISTEA, (Intermodal 
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991), "encourages states 
and metropolitan areas to develop innovative transportation plans 
and programs which better integrate public transit, bicycle facilities, 
and other modes of travel into the existing transportation system. 
The goal of this multimodal planning is to provide travelers with a 
real choice of travel options." (Federal Transit Administration, 
Bicycles and Transit, A Partnership that Works, 1999).  Adding 
bike racks on buses, does exactly that; provides people with real 
transportation options by allowing a bicycle trip to be 
incorporated with a public transit one. Through this incorporation, 
the bicycle and the public transit vehicle create seamless 
opportunities for a person with a bike and a bus fare!

  
To Contribute to Cleaner Air and More 

Livable Communities:
"In many areas, increased investment in transit and bicycle 

facilities can help meet goals for cleaner, healthier air; less 
congested roadways; and more livable communities. Used 
individually, bicycling and transit provide low-cost mobility and 
place fewer demands on local roads and highways to carry 
everyday trips. Used in combination, bicycles and public 
transportation provide millions of Americans with enhanced access 
to work, shopping, services and family and friends." (Federal 
Transit Administration, Bicycles and Transit, A Partnership that Works, 
1999). The bike – bus combination not only provides more 
mobility options to everyone, but also fewer automobiles on the 
street results in quieter and safer neighborhoods. 

To Expand Ridership:
"Studies show that people are most likely to 

use public transit when it’ s within a quarter mile 
walking distance or when it’ s within a three mile 
biking distance. Making it easier for bike riders 
to take their vehicles along on public transit 
opens up a 12 times larger drawing zone for 
riders." (Passenger Transport, November 16, 
1992). Not to mention, bicyclists often fill a gap 
in the weekend or off-peak market, when transit 
ridership is typically lower. 

To Improve Bicycle Access:
Many commuters and recreational bicycle riders are constrained 

by bridges, tunnels, dramatic hills and unsafe city streets. Adding a 
bus bicycle rack into the public transit equation creates more 
options to overcome geographical barriers, thus creating more 
opportunities for a cyclist to ride and use the bus. Rail stations, 
businesses and overall communities are continuing to get more 
bicycle friendly, and it makes good proactive sense to extrapolate 
this out into the public transit realm.

To Promote Good Public Relations:
Adding bicycle racks onto buses is one of the only value-

added services a public transit authority can provide to its 
riders. These high profile programs market themselves. When the 
community views bikes being carried on the front of buses, it not 
only gives a direct message about new transit options, but also 
sends a positive environmental image of the public service. 
Statistics show that cyclists have both outspoken advocate voices 
and are consistent voters! Not bad, considering that the product is 
less expensive than a bus tire!

To Create Working Partnerships:
As federal transportation spending now incorporates bicycles, a 

new trend is growing and ultimately embracing a new partnership – 
one between bicycles and public transportation. The importance of 
strengthening the connections between bicycling and public transit is, 
as Federal Transit Administrator, Gordon J. Linton, says, "a win-win 
proposition". This partnership addresses our concern about traffic 
congestion, air quality, and limited resources. The federal 
transportation bill requires that this partnership be addressed at the 

planning level, where multimodal 
concerns must be taken into 
consideration. This is resulting in a 
viable partnership between the bicycling 
community and public transit authority. 
Further, grant monies under the federal 
transportation bill are widely available for 
bike-on-bus projects, including up to a 
95% match under the Transit 
Enhancements Program.

Accessories
Advertising Panel Kit
•  Maximize advertising space and create new stream of 

revenue

•  Heavy-duty construction is bus washer safe

•  13” x 32” frame (11.5” x 30.5” ad space) quickly and easily 

attaches to all Sportworks rack models

Torsion Spring Kit
•  Reduces the lifting weight of Sportworks bike racks

•  Corrosion resistant design with stainless steel spring

•  Easily attaches to new and existing Sportworks racks

Deployment Indicator Kit
•  Dashboard mounted light notifies driver when rack is 

deployed

•  Increased safety feature

•  Attaches to most Sportworks bike rack models

Bike Rack Display Stand
•  Excellent for public education and training purposes

•  Demonstrate bike rack features and accessories

•  Fast and easy to assemble, disassemble and transport
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